THE SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR GROUP SUBMITS THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR FOR Wednesday, March 4, 2020

CS/SB 78  GB by Infrastructure and Security  (Filed by Broxson)  
(Compare CS/H 00021, CS/CS/CS/H 00391, CS/H 00433, H 00815, S 00174, S 00342, S 00382, S 00612, S 01026, S 01046, S 01068)  
Transportation Facility Designations

SB 88  GB by Stewart  
(Compare H 00111, H 00679, CS/S 01548)  
Child Care Facilities

SB 248  GB by Hooper  
(Identical H 00063)  
Public Records/County Attorneys and Assistant County Attorneys

CS/SB 352  GB by Military and Veterans Affairs and Space  (Filed by Hutson)  
(Similar CS/CS/H 00205)  
Unlawful Use of Uniforms, Medals, or Insignia

CS/SB 368  GB by Infrastructure and Security  (Filed by Rouson)  
(Similar CS/H 00503)  
Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority

SB 384  GB by Baxley  
(Identical H 06025)  
Harris Chain of Lakes

CS/SB 410  GB by Community Affairs  (Filed by Perry)  
(Compare CS/CS/CS/H 00203, CS/S 01398)  
Growth Management

CS/SB 426  GB by Appropriations  (Filed by Montford)  
(Compare CS/CS/H 01139, H 05003)  
Regional Rural Development Grants

CS/CS/CS/SB 512  GB by Rules  (Filed by Hutson)  
(Linked S 07066)  
Nonembryonic Stem Cell Banks
SB 630 GB by Mayfield
(Compare H 00457, CS/S 00670)
Regulation of Smoking

CS/CS/CS/SB 666 GB by Rules (Filed by Mayfield)
(Compare CS/CS/H 01139, CS/H 01271)
Florida Development Finance Corporation

CS/CS/SB 680 GB by Commerce and Tourism (Filed by Hutson)
(Similar CS/H 00401)
Shark Fins

CS/CS/SB 698 GB by Rules (Filed by Book)
(Compare CS/H 01287, CS/H 01289, CS/S 01470)
Reproductive Health

CS/SB 702 GB by Environment and Natural Resources (Filed by Albritton)
(Compare CS/H 00609)
Petroleum Cleanup

CS/CS/CS/SB 810 GB by Appropriations (Filed by Simmons)
(Linked CS/CS/S 01394, Compare H 00151, CS/H 07089, S 00694, S 01638)
Tobacco and Nicotine Products

CS/SB 952 GB by Governmental Oversight and Accountability (Filed by Perry)
(Compare CS/CS/H 00605)
Senior Management Service Class

CS/SB 966 GB by Governmental Oversight and Accountability (Filed by Gainer)
(Similar CS/CS/H 01035)
Public Records/Disaster Recovery Assistance

CS/CS/SB 994 GB by Rules (Filed by Passidomo)
(Compare CS/H 00709)
Guardianship

CS/SB 1146 GB by Criminal Justice (Filed by Brandes)
(Similar H 01175, Compare H 00785, H 00937, S 00796, S 01178, S 01630)
Special Risk Class of the Florida Retirement System
SB 1224  GB by Simmons  
(Similar 1ST ENG/H 00469)  
Real Estate Conveyances

CS/CS/SB 1262  GB by Appropriations  (Filed by Bracy)  
(Linked CS/S 01264, Compare H 01245, H 01247)  
1920 Ocoee Election Day Riots

CS/CS/SB 1394  GB by Appropriations  (Filed by Simmons)  
(Linked CS/CS/CS/S 00810, Compare S 00694)  
Fees/Tobacco Products

CS/CS/CS/SB 1414  GB by Rules  (Filed by Mayfield)  
(Similar CS/H 00777, Compare CS/S 00906)  
Fish and Wildlife Activities

SB 1618  GB by Diaz– if received  
(Similar CS/H 01047, Compare H 01431)  
Construction Materials Mining Activities

CS/CS/SB 1696  GB by Rules  (Filed by Perry)  
(Similar CS/H 07011)  
Student Athletes

SB 1714  GB by Bradley  
(Similar H 01387)  
Sale of Surplus State-owned Office Buildings and Associated Nonconservation Lands

SB 1742  GB by Mayfield  
(Similar H 01183)  
Home Medical Equipment Providers

SB 7008  GB by Education  
(Identical H 07075)  
OGSR/Animal Medical Records/State College of Veterinary Medicine

SB 7012  GB by Children, Families, and Elder Affairs  
(Compare CS/H 00577, H 00939, CS/CS/H 01081, S 00704, S 00706, S 00920)  
Mental Health
SB 7014  GB by Banking and Insurance  
(Identical H 07003)  
OGSR/Payment Instrument Transaction Information/Office of Financial Regulation

SB 7018  GB by Infrastructure and Security  
(Identical H 01239, Compare H 00943, H 07099, S 00452)  
Electric Vehicle Charging Station Infrastructure

SB 7066  GB by Appropriations  
(Linked CS/CS/CS/S 00512)  
Fees